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Chapter 05: 
Written 
Feedback 
Appointments 
In written feedback appointments, you carefully read a digi-

tal copy of a draft a writer uploads and then provide feed-
back on that draft. Near the end of your allotted appoint-
ment time, you inform the receptionist when you have com-
pleted your feedback. The receptionist reviews your feed-
back, vetting it to ensure that it aligns with our best prac-

tices and is likely to be helpful for the writer. The reception-
ist may ask you to make changes to your feedback before 
they send the completed written feedback to the writer (and 
your summary letter to anyone else the writer requests). 

Your goal is to provide thoughtful commentary about how 

the writer’s text connects with you, an authentic reader, 
and suggest next steps the writer might take to revise their 
draft.  
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You provide written feedback in two primary ways:  

1.Writing a summary letter 

2.Providing marginal comments on particular parts of 
the writer’s draft 

You provide “formative feedback”—feedback that is non-
evaluative, supportive, specific, credible, and genuine 

(Schwartz & White, 2000). Your feedback gives the writer a 
sense of what aspects of their work you find clear and 
rhetorically effective and what aspects of their work you 
find confusing, problematic, or might otherwise benefit from 
revision. 

You “dramatize the presence of the reader” (Sommers, 1982, 
p. 148) to provide the writer with a detailed, explicit articu-
lation of what you, as a reader, experience when you read 
the writer’s writing. Your goal in each written feedback ap-
pointment is to provide the writer with your sense of what 

they might consider keeping as-is and what they might re-
vise to build on and improve their work. 
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So that the written feedback you offer to a writer is focused 

and actionable, in every written feedback appointment at 
the UCWbL 

Provide feedback on the writer’s entire draft and/or on 
up to 8 pages in 60 minutes, 12 pages in 90 minutes, or 
16 pages in 120 minutes 

Write a summary letter to the writer and insert it at the 
beginning of the draft 

Make sure your summary letter addresses all five com-
ponents of written feedback appointments: rapport, exi-
gence, agenda, methods, and next steps 

Limit your agenda to 1, 2, or 3 foci—so as to make it re-
alistic for you to provide feedback in the allotted ap-
pointment time and to avoid overwhelming the writer 
with too much at once 

Collaboratively set an agenda with the writer, though 

they are not present during the appointment, based on 
any requests they make on their appointment form and 
your sense of priority after reading their draft 

Label marginal comments you make so that it’s clear 
which agenda item (of the 1, 2, or 3 agenda foci you col-

laboratively set with the writer) each marginal comment 
addresses 
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P l a c e  S u m m a r y  L e t t e r s  a t  
t h e  B e g i n n i n g  o f  a  D r a f t  

Insert your summary letter to the writer at the beginning of 
a draft. Doing so allows writers to easily see your summary 
letter upon receiving their draft with your feedback and 
gives the marginal comments they read through more readi-

ly apparent meaning and utility. 

To allow you to make your summary letter distinct from a 
writer’s draft, “insert page break” at the very beginning of a 
document and use the first page (or 2) to write your letter. 

L a b e l  M a r g i n a l  C o m m e n t s  

Labeling marginal comments benefits both the writer and 
you. By specifically noting which aspect of your agenda a 
marginal comment relates to, writers can make connections 

between the feedback in the summary letter, the feedback 
that you provide in a particular comment, and the feedback 
you provide in other related marginal comments. 

Labeling marginal comments helps prioritize what to focus 
on in your agenda. It is also an effective self-check to make 

sure you are sticking to your agenda, are not spreading your 
time too thin, and are not addressing too many aspects 
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within the draft. By creating clear and cohesive feedback on 

1, 2, or 3 agenda items, you give writers an in-depth exami-
nation of their work with multiple examples and sug-
gestions for revision. 

When you add marginal comments, label each one based on 
which aspect of the agenda it addresses. For example, if the 

agenda you set in the summary letter addresses argument 
and clarity, all marginal comments should be labeled either 
“argument” or “clarity.” 

An exception to this is marginal comments that offer 

praise; if you want to offer a writer praise that does 

not directly relate to your agenda, you do not need to 

label it.  

Use the same nomenclature that you use in the agenda to 
label each comment. For example, if you describe an agenda 
item as “making your paper clearer” in the summary letter, 
don’t label comments that address that agenda item as 

“clarity.” 

If you make a marginal comment and then, during the 
process of labeling your comments, find it difficult to con-
nect the comment to any point of your agenda, this likely 
means it can be removed. If you feel the comment is too im-
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portant to be removed, revise your agenda to accommodate 

it (making sure you have no more than 3 agenda points). 

Don’t feel like you need several marginal comments per 
agenda point for it to be valid—some agenda points may be 
important but only require 1 marginal comment (e.g., thesis 
statement).  

C o n n e c t  t h e  S u m m a r y  
L e t t e r  t o  M a r g i n a l  
C o m m e n t s  

Your summary letter should address each label from your 
marginal comments in a clear and detailed section of the 
letter. Use this section of the summary letter to give the 
writer wholistic or broad information about this agenda 
item, perhaps a level of detail you did not include in any 1 

particular marginal comment. Provide an explanation as to 
why this agenda item is important for revision and why re-
vising it will help the writer successfully navigate their giv-
en exigence. Provide practical strategies for their revision 
plan. 
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A l l o t  T i m e  E f f e c t i v e l y  

Read through the writer’s entire document, keeping in 
mind the writer’s exigence and any specific feedback re-
quests they make on their appointment form. 

As you read the draft initially, hold off on writing any com-
ments while you create a plan, set priorities for your feed-
back and suggestions, and strategize how you will respond. 

Reading the draft through without commenting gives you a 
chance to process the draft as a whole and will ultimately 

allow you to be more efficient and strategic in your com-
menting. For example, if you dive in and start talking about 
the need for a thesis only to realize that the writer has a 
well-developed thesis in their conclusion, then you will have 
to spend extra time revising your initial comments. 

You may, however, find it useful to insert blank comments 
in certain places in the draft while you read—places where 
you are likely to return to after reading the draft and defini-
tively setting the appointment’s 1, 2, or 3 agenda foci. 

Should you adopt this strategy, make sure you are disci-

plined about not writing actual marginal comments, lest 
you end up inefficiently or ineffectively making the most of 
your appointment time. 
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If the writer asks you to focus on a specific page range with-

in a draft, scan the pages before and after the requested 
section to get a sense of how that section fits into the larger 
context. 

Appo intment  Time A l lo tment  Gu ide l ines  

 
60-Minute 
Appointment

90-Minute 
Appointment

120-Minute 
Appointment

Reading the draft without 
commenting 15 minutes 17 minutes 22 minutes

Prioritizing feedback & setting 
the agenda 5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes

Commenting on 1, 2, or 3 
agenda items in marginal 
comments & summary letter 

25 minutes 53 minutes 78 minutes

Coding marginal comments to 
agenda Items; reading through 
& revising feedback 

10 minutes 10 minutes 10 minutes

Uploading the  appointment 
letter

3 minutes 3 minutes 3 minutes
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W r i t t e n  F e e d b a c k  N a m i n g  
C o n v e n t i o n s  

When you are uploading your written feedback to make it 
accessible for the receptionist, it is important to use the 
same naming convention. It is important that naming con-
ventions remain consistent so that the documents can be 

easily accessed in the archives. Many writers will visit the 
UCWbL multiple times, and therefore, each file needs to be 
distinguishable from the others. 

Name your written feedback draft using CamelCase to 
group together like pieces of information (e.g., the writer’s 

LastNameAndFirstName) and underscores to separate each 
part of the file name. In left to right order, name a written 
feedback file with: writer’s last name, writer’s first name, 
underscore, tutor’s first name, tutor’s last initial, under-
score, year, month (in number form), date, underscore, time 

of scheduled appointment, underscore, and campus. 
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C o m m u n i c a t i n g  w i t h  t h e  
R e c e p t i o n i s t   

Communicating with the receptionist during your shift, es-
pecially when you are completing a written feedback ap-
pointment, is essential to giving writers the best feedback 
possible. 

Receptionists serve as the primary communicator between 
writers who have requested a written feedback appointment 
and the UCWbLer who is providing them feedback. 

Communicate with the receptionist frequently and liberally. 

Once you have successfully uploaded your written feedback 

so that it is accessible to the receptionist, notify the recep-
tionist that you have completed the draft and uploaded it for 
them. This will ensure that the receptionist knows that it is 
a complete draft versus a written feedback that had been 
uploaded prematurely or accidentally. 

If the receptionist determines that some changes need to be 
made to the feedback that you have completed, ask ques-
tions concerning what revisions you can make until you feel 
comfortable that you can make the appropriate changes. 
Notify the receptionist that you have re-uploaded the draft 
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under the same naming convention so that they can view 

the new feedback. 

If you run into a problem during your written feedback, the 
receptionist is a great resource to use for brainstorming so-
lutions. They will also be able to make a judgement in those 
situations if the writer needs to be contacted.  

While you are checking out with the receptionist for your 
shift, make sure that they have complete access to your 
written feedback before you leave. This will guarantee that 
the hard work you have completed is able to be sent to the 
writer. Occasionally there is an uploading error that needs 

to be troubleshot. 
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P r o v i d i n g  E x e m p l a r y  
W r i t t e n  F e e d b a c k  

Your comments should be tailored to the specific needs of 
the writer. Major goals of any appointment should be to 
support the writer’s agency and authority over their writing 
and position yourself as an ally to the writer in the writing 

process.  

In addition to establishing rapport, exigence, agenda, meth-
ods, and next steps—exemplary written feedback  

maintains an encouraging tone and sense of deep and 
authentic engagement with the writer’s draft 

foregrounds the peer writing tutor’s experience as a 
reader 

contains both directive and non-directive feedback 

contains both positive and constructive comments 

P r e p a r i n g  f o r  W r i t t e n  
F e e d b a c k  A p p o i n t m e n t s  

Before you begin providing feedback, familiarize yourself 
with any information the writer provided about their project 
and the kind of help or feedback they are seeking. 
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Check the appointment form to see if the writer has asked 

you to provide feedback on specific aspects of their project. 

In cases where a writer sends a draft with more pages than 
you are expected to cover in the allotted appointment time 
(8 pages in 60 minutes, 12 pages in 90 minutes, or 16 pages 
in 120 minutes), check if they have indicated which pages or 

sections they’d like you to focus on. If not, check their 
WCOnline account to see if they have received any recent 
feedback on the same draft or project; if they have, find the 
point in the draft at which the previous tutor stopped and 
start there, quickly scanning that part of the draft. Other-

wise, start from the top and work through the appropriate 
number of pages for the appointment length. 

Prepare yourself to focus for the whole appointment. You 
may find it effective to isolate yourself from potential dis-
tractions like nearby face-to-face appointments, group work, 

or friends you might wish to speak with by wearing head-
phones and listening to music or other audio that helps you 
focus, moving to an empty table, or relocating to another 
room. 
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C o m p o n e n t s  o f  W r i t t e n  
F e e d b a c k  A p p o i n t m e n t s  

While in other modalities (face-to-face, conversation part-
ner, online realtime), you write an appointment letter at the 
end of the appointment to document and enrich the collabo-
rative work of the appointment, in written feedback ap-

pointments, your letter is 1 of 2 ways you engage with the 
writer and their work. As such, consider writing the letter 
throughout the appointment. If you find it better to write 
the letter after reading the entire draft and writing mar-
ginal comments, be thinking about the content you will in-

clude in your letter throughout the appointment time. 

Just like letters for other UCWbL appointment modalities 
(see Chapter 8), written feedback appointments include the 
following components: rapport, exigence, agenda, methods, 
and next steps. 

You will incorporate all 5 of these components throughout 
your written feedback appointments, both in the summary 
letter and the marginal comments. 

Rapport  

Start your summary letter with a greeting. Introduce your-
self to the writer and thank them for submitting their draft. 
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If you have a personal connection to the subject matter or 

genre, that can also be a genuine and effective way to estab-
lish rapport.  

Rappo r t  Examp l e  i n  a  Summar y  Le t t e r   

Hey Marcus,  

This is Owen O. coming at you from the Lincoln Park Writ-
ing Center. Thanks so much for submitting your draft today. 

Both my aunts are nurses, so I thought your paper about best 
practices in Nursing was super interesting! 

In addition to the introductory remarks in the beginning of 
the summary letter, you should maintain a friendly and con-
versational tone throughout the appointment—both in your 

summary letter and in your marginal comments. This will 
help to build and develop rapport with the writer.  

Ex igence  

Acknowledging the writer’s exigence for the project and for 
scheduling an appointment at the Writing Center is impor-
tant in establishing solidarity between you and the writer. 
By acknowledging a writer’s request for specific feedback, 
restating any known information about the appointment, 

assignment guidelines, due date, etc., you let the writer 
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know that you are listening to their concerns and are in-

vested in their success with the project and as a writer.  

Ex i gen ce  Examp l e  i n  a  Summar y  Le t t e r  

Thanks for sharing your draft of your cover letter and re-
sume. It’s exciting that you’re nearing graduation and apply-
ing to jobs in your field! I understand that you’d like help 
with writing more professionally, so I made tone part of my 

focus for today’s appointment.  

The content of your marginal comments should reinforce 
your understanding of and response to the writer’s concerns 
or questions. For example, you should give focused sug-
gestions that are doable in the time the writer has before 

their deadline: “Considering you have a few days before your 
final draft is due and that you’re concerned about para-
phrasing, you might consider reviewing the article you read 
and trying the paraphrasing activity I mentioned above.” 
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Agenda 

As you do in other appointment modalities, you should col-
laboratively set an agenda with the writer in a written 

feedback appointment. While the asynchronous nature of 
the written feedback appointment means that you can’t dis-
cuss and negotiate the agenda with the writer in real time, 
you should be transparent about what you focus on during 
the appointment and why (you can find more about how to 

know what to comment on in “The Hierarchy of Concerns” 
section of this chapter). An agenda not only helps you be 
transparent with a writer, but also helps you stay focused 
on specific concerns.  

The agenda should be set and explained in the summary 

letter, then expanded on throughout the text by using mar-
ginal comments. In the summary letter, list the 1-3 items 
you’re going to focus on, explain the importance of each item 
in detail, and provide an example from the text to demon-
strate your points. In your marginal comments, label each 

comment with its corresponding agenda item, give text-spe-
cific feedback, then provide multiple suggestions for revision 
when appropriate.  
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Agenda  Examp l e  i n  a  Summar y  Le t t e r  

As I read and commented, I focused on two main items: tone 

and specific language.  

Tone: An important thing to keep in mind about a cover let-
ter is its purpose—to advertise yourself as the ideal candi-
date for the position. Part of this is making sure you come off 
as professional as possible. This means avoiding the use of 

colloquial (or informal) language. There were a few examples 
where your tone seemed to drift into a more informal or ca-
sual tone, such as when you used the phrase, “way back 
when.” As you revise, think about the language you would 
use in an interview setting where you wanted to come off as a 

professional—what kind of language would you use?  

Specific Language: Another key aspect of selling yourself as 
the “ideal candidate” is being as specific as possible. Re-
member, the hiring manager is looking for reasons that you 
are a good candidate, so give them as many specific reasons 

as possible! For example, when you say, “I believe I would be 
a very good fit,” it doesn’t tell the hiring manager why you’re 
a good fit. Get as specific as you can without losing concise-
ness—this means using specific examples from your past, 
naming specific skills you possess, and pointing out the spe-

cific parts of the job you feel you’d excel at.  
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Agenda  Examp l e  i n  a  Ma rg i na l  Commen t  

Tone: Here’s an example of using language that might be a 

little too informal. Instead of saying, “I rock at speaking 
French” here are a few other options you could consider that 
would elevate your language and keep your tone more for-
mal: 

“I have advanced proficiency in French” 

“I am a native-level French speaker” 

“I am highly proficient in written and spoken French” 

Methods  

In written feedback appointments, describing your methods 
differs somewhat from other appointment modalities. For 
example, in an online realtime appointment, your letter to 
the writer describes the methods you used in the appoint-
ment (e.g., “I suggested we try reverse outlining your draft. 

I started by identifying the first two items in the outline, 
then you identified the main points of the second and third 
paragraphs”). However, in written feedback appointments, 
the summary letter and marginal comments are your meth-
ods, so you should explain in your letter how the writer can 

utilize the feedback. In addition, the writing strategies and 
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resources you suggest in your letter or marginal comments 

serve as methods the writer can try out on their own.  

Method s  Examp l e  i n  a  Summar y  Le t t e r  

I’ve made marginal comments throughout your draft with 
tips for how to revise specific parts of your cover letter. As you 
revise (and write future cover letters), here’s a useful resource 
to reference: https://theinterviewguys.com/how-to-write-a-

cover-letter-examples-included/. I like this site because it 
provides examples and clear explanations. 

Method s  Examp l e  i n  a  Ma rg i na l  Commen t  

Commas: As identified above, I’ve noticed a pattern with 
missing commas following introductory words or phrases, 
and I hope you are seeing the trend based on my comments. 
In this sentence, can you identify where the comma should be 

placed? Consider using the explanations provided above, 
and check out this website for more examples and informa-
tion: http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/gram-
mar/what-is-a-subordinate-clause. 

Next  Steps  

Suggesting next steps gives writers a concrete idea of how 
they can move forward in revising the specific draft you 
worked on in the appointment and how to apply your feed-
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back to future projects. Our goal is to equip writers with 

strategies, techniques, and/or resources that they can use 
across many different forms of writing.  

You might suggest that a writer read their draft aloud, find 
additional research to support their claims, schedule anoth-
er appointment at the Writing Center for additional feed-

back, or any strategy that may help them continue in their 
writing process. In trying to explain a particular grammar 
convention, genre convention, or citation style in a memo-
rable and impactful way, it may be helpful to include an on-
line resource. Suggesting strategies to try or resources to 

check out can be done in either the summary letter or a 
marginal comment.  

Nex t  S t ep s  Examp l e  i n  a  Summar y  Le t t e r  

Try circling or highlighting all the instances in your draft 
where you reference an author’s name or include an in-text 
citation. Then cross reference your highlights with your 

Works Cited page to ensure you’ve included all of your 
sources in both your document and Works Cited. If you’re 
interested in learning more about MLA in-text citations, you 
should definitely check out this resource on the Purdue Owl 
website: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/

747/02/. I use it all the time in my own writing!  
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S t r a t e g i e s  f o r  a  W r i t t e n  
F e e d b a c k  A p p o i n t m e n t  

Use  the  H ierar chy  of  Concerns  

To help you discern what to focus on first and/or in the time 
you have allowed for your written feedback appointment, 
Bean (2011) offers a “hierarchy of concerns”: 

1. Does the draft follow the project requirements? 

2.Does the draft address a problem/question? Does it 

have a thesis? 

3.What is the overall quality of the writer’s ideas/argu-
ment? 

4. Is the draft effectively organized? 

5.Does the draft effectively manage old and new infor-

mation? 

6. Is the draft free of errors in grammar, punctuation, 
and spelling? 

7. Is the draft free of stylistic problems? 
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Writers benefit most from addressing global concerns before 

more local ones. Global concerns, generally speaking, re-
quire more revision and often involve large sections of the 
text. This is why it is generally more applicable to first look 
for global concerns, before providing comments on more lo-
cal concerns.  

There are certainly times when this won’t be the case. For 
instance, if the content of the sentences is incomprehensible 
because of a lack of punctuation, then that could take a 
higher priority within the feedback. Overall, the topics that 
you prioritize in your feedback will be a collaborative 

process between what the writer is looking for and what you 
determine will have the biggest influence on their writing 
as a whole.  

When a writer requests in the appointment form that you 
focus on specific aspects of their draft, take that request 

into account as you develop the collaborative agenda for the 
appointment. You may agree with the elements the writer 
asks you to focus on, or you may find the writer explicitly 
invites you to provide feedback on whatever you think is 
important or relevant. After considering the writer’s re-

quests and reading through the draft, you may feel there 
are other concerns that should be addressed that the writer 
didn’t specifically ask for feedback on. For example, a writer 
may request feedback on “organization,” but their draft 
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doesn’t fulfill all of the requirements of the provided as-

signment prompt. In this case, you should focus your time 
first on responding to the more high-impact, global issues 
about fulfilling the assignment prompt, then focus on orga-
nization if time allows.  

Address  Grammar  & Mechan i cs  in  Wr i t ten  
Feedback  

Addressing grammar and mechanics in written feedback 
appointments may sometimes seem daunting, particularly 
in projects that have many sentence-level concerns. Ap-

proach this type of feedback the same way you would other 
aspects of a project—by foregrounding your experience as a 
reader. 

You should not copyedit the writer’s project, nor should you 
comment on every error. Rather, look for patterns of error 

and prioritize your feedback on those issues that obscure 
meaning or confuse you as a reader. Harris and Silva ad-
vise, we “need to distinguish between errors that will inter-
fere with the intended reader’s understanding of the text 
(global errors) and those that will not (local errors) and to 

give priority to the former” (526). 

Keep explanations specific, concise, accessible, and accu-
rate. Explain how a revision or correction works to advance 
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meaning. Link to a favorite online source for more detailed 

explanations to help you stay concise. 

Instead of pointing out every instance of an error yourself, 
use your feedback to encourage the writer to start self-iden-
tifying and self-correcting these issues. The first time an 
issue appears, point out the problem, explain why it is a 

problem, and if relevant, provide a link to a helpful online 
resource. You can then highlight subsequent instances of 
the issue and explain to the writer that they can use the 
guidelines you provided to fix them. Allowing the writer an 
opportunity to change and identify their own errors will 

help to make them stronger writers, instead of working to 
specifically strengthen this 1 piece of writing.  

Mark sentences you find effective at communicating the 
writer’s meaning to you as the reader. Do so in terms of 
content, style, structure, diction, or coherence. Writers 

learn best in the context of their own writing and, by ex-
plaining what a particular effective sentence accomplishes, 
it becomes a model for writers to emulate elsewhere. 

Never use the Track Changes feature in Microsoft 

Word. Track Changes appropriates the writer’s text 

and diminishes what could be an important opportu-

nity for the writer to learn. 
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Samp l e  Commen t s  Add re s s i ng  G rammar  &  Mechan i c s  

So when you say “on this stage” the preposition “on” turns 

the word stage into a physical noun (as in, I’m standing on a 
stage! Like in a theater). Instead, since you’re discussing a 
stage in time, I’d recommend a preposition that correlates 
more specifically to time, like “in” or “during.” For example, 
you could say “In this stage” or “During this stage.” 

I’m not sure I know what the word “feministic” means. Do 
you mean “feminine”? From the context of the rest of the sen-
tence, the word “feminine” would make sense to me. 

Do you mean more than one business possesses this informa-
tion? If so, this would need to be “businesses’.” You could also 

use the indefinite article “a” with the singular “business” to 
clear up the confusion if you prefer that sentence phrasing. 

Use an  Encourag ing  Tone  

Finding an appropriate tone for your comments is crucial to 
providing excellent written feedback. Since you have no 
face-to-face contact with your writer, they have no vocal or 
physical cues to interpret your feedback with. As such, care-
fully consider how someone without these cues will read 

your comments. Use your fellow peer writing tutors as 
sounding boards if you’re wondering about a particular 
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comment. To avoid coming off as short or rude, consider the 

following strategies in order to build rapport in a profes-
sional yet friendly way. 

Use Complete  and  Spec i f i c  Words ,  Phrases ,  & 
Sentences  

Shorthand such as “awkward” (or even worse, “awk”) isn’t 
helpful to writers who want to revise as they are left guess-
ing what you are suggesting they change. This shorthand 
can also come across as appropriating their work rather 
than offering and explaining suggestions. The most helpful 

peer writing tutors point out specific ideas, phrases, organi-
zation, and so on, that are effective or ineffective, and then 
provide the writer with explanations and suggestions for 
revision. The inclusion of explanation for why the points you 
make are important helps to make your feedback transfer-

able to more situations than that specific instance.  

Avoid using sarcasm and use jokes with caution. While 
these tools can sometimes be effective in face-to-face conver-
sation after you’ve built rapport, you cannot predict the 
tone with which a writer will read your written feedback. It 

is important to be friendly with your writer but also main-
tain a level of professionalism and tact. 
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Adopt  A  Conversat iona l  Sty le  

Write comments that mirror how you would talk to the 
writer, but remember that no vocal inflection exists in your 

writing. Emoticons, when used appropriately, can help you 
establish a friendly tone. Don’t overwhelm the writer with 
smiley faces in every comment, but feel free to use them a 
few times to help convey a friendly tone. If it would be ap-
propriate, relevant, and helpful, feel free to refer to your 

own writing experiences 

Foreground Your  Exper ience  as  a  Reader  

Foregrounding your experiences as a reader will help you to 
contextualize your praise and suggestions by articulating 
your authentic experience processing the draft. Foreground-
ing your reading allows you to make comments on the 
writer’s draft not from a position of authority that has all 

the right answers but from the position of a knowledgeable 
reader whose questions, uncertainties, and reactions may 
be shared by the writer’s intended audience. 

By foregrounding your experiences as a reader, you avoid 
evaluative language and instead frame your praise and 

suggestions in terms of helping the writer understand 
where they have and have not communicated their ideas 
effectively to you. As Nancy Sommers (1982) explains, 
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“comments should point to breaks in logic, disruptions in 

meaning, or missing information” (p. 155). Comments can 
also point to places the writer has persuaded you by provid-
ing believable evidence, for example, or led you through 
their main points in the way you were expecting. 

Samp l e  Commen t  Fo r eg round ing  Expe r i en ce  a s  a  
Reade r  

As I read your discussion section, I was struck by how you 
consistently provided statistical evidence from your survey 

research to support each claim you made. By doing this and 
by presenting the statistical analysis in charts that were easy 
for me to read, it built up your credibility with me as I read 
the remainder of your article. 

Offer  Spec i f i c  Pos i t ive  Feedback  

Remember to approach drafts asking, “What’s working 
well?” rather than only looking for where the writing falls 
short. Identifying moments you find effective and explaining 

why they are effective can help writers repeat and build on 
those strengths in the current project and in future 
projects. You help writers develop as writers by taking the 
time to point out what is effective in their work—a novel 
idea, a well-structured paragraph, an aptly chosen word, or 

the beginning of a powerful insight. Stay away from evalua-
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tive comments (e.g., “That’s a text-book perfect thesis!” 

“Good job!”). Remember to be honest in your critique. As 
former UCWbLer Colin Sato advises in his tutoring philos-
ophy, “it’s very obvious that incorporating meaningful 
praise into one’s tutoring entails more than just saying good 
things about a person’s writing: we have to say good things 

and mean them.” Praise can provide motivation for the 
process of revision and can help you avoid overwhelming 
writers with criticism. 

Samp l e  Spe c i f i c  Po s i t i v e  F eedba ck  

I found your overall framing—that the best leaders are ser-
vants—clear and compelling. I also appreciated your de-

scription of and reflection on your experiences tutoring at 
Oakton CC! 

Offer  Spec i f i c  Const ruc t ive  Feedback  

Peer writing tutors don’t do writers any favors when they 
tell them that they have a “great first draft” if the writing 
actually would benefit from significant revision before, for 
example, it can be turned in to an instructor. Point out ar-
eas where you, as an authentic, engaged reader, felt lost or 

confused as you read the project. Then, be sure to offer a 
couple of concrete options for how the writer might address 
the issue you raised. Using specific details not only can help 
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your writer understand their writing’s weak or unclear fea-

tures, it also can help them believe in the strengths you 
point out in your feedback elsewhere. 

Samp l e  Spe c i f i c  Con s t r u c t i v e  Commen t  

One overarching thought on your introduction: I found the 
ordering of ideas a bit hard to follow. I genuinely think all 
the ideas in the paragraph are clear and relevant, but I 

wondered as I read this if you putting your own formerly-
limited understanding of leader=boss earlier in the para-
graph might be stronger? You might even replace your first 
sentence with this one and proceed from there? (That way 
you avoid the "many people..." conceit in the first sentence, 

something I imagine some readers might respond to with a 
question like, "They do?") 

Prov ide  D i rec t ive  Feedback  

At certain times you might feel that the writer would bene-
fit from a more directive approach to a particular concern. 
You may deduce when a writer is unaware of a certain con-
vention when you identify a recurring pattern. Some com-
mentary will require a more direct explanation of the con-

ventions of writing for a particular discipline or a grammat-
ical principle. 
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When being directive, you should still—under any circum-

stances—avoid appropriating the writer’s work. Peer writ-
ing tutors should never start making changes in a text for 
the writer. Instead, for example, create a model sentence, 
explain a grammatical principle, or provide a few different 
solutions that would remedy the issue. For subsequent iter-

ations of the same issue, consider highlighting them, letting 
the writer know what the highlighting means, and having 
the writer refer back to your modeling for ideas on how to 
address these subsequent iterations. For example, you can 
tell a writer, “From here on out, orange highlights will indi-

cate other places where your citations aren’t formatted in 
MLA style. You can refer back to this comment for an ex-
planation of MLA format and options you can apply to those 
other cases as well.” 

Samp l e  D i r e c t i v e  Commen t s  

I'm wondering if you might more directly make the case that 

you should be accepted for/are a strong candidate for the 
Leadership Tour given your insight about leadership+service 
and the experiences that are forthcoming in the essay. Like 
basically a thesis statement that ties together your big theme 
of this essay, the examples you provide, and the reason you're 

writing the essay. 
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Prov ide  Non-d i rec t ive  Feedback  

Non-directive comments in written feedback are an oppor-
tunity for tutors to engage in a dialogue with writers in the 

hopes of eliciting more information about a topic without 
telling the writer what to do.  

You can get writers actively involved in their writing and 
revising when providing written feedback by asking ques-
tions about the document’s intended audience like, “would 

your intended audience need a more basic definition?” to 
frame your feedback or by using suggestions and phrases 
like “you might consider…” In either of these cases, be sure 
to explain why you are having these particular questions 
and why you are making specific suggestions. For local as 

well as global concerns, ask questions that get the writer 
thinking, highlight patterns, and provide writers with in-
sight into a reader’s reactions to the text.  

If you choose to ask open ended questions, be sure you clari-
fy why you are asking each question so as not to confuse the 

writer. Are you confused by the meaning, assuming a differ-
ent organizational scheme based on the thesis, understand-
ing the project differently, playing devil’s advocate, etc.? 
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Samp l e  Non -D i r e c t i v e  Commen t s  

I wondered as I read what researchers have found the emo-

tional and mental side effects to be? I can only imagine how 
intense it must be for anyone to experience, of course, but I 
wondered if there’s definitive research? 

Prov ide  Resources  for  Wr i ters  

Sometimes you may find that you’d like to give more expla-
nation and detail than you can reasonably provide without 
overwhelming the writer or focusing too much on lower-or-
der concerns. Providing outside resources for writers in the 

summary letter or marginal comments can help you give 
writers the tools and information they need to succeed, 
demonstrate your ethos as a peer writing tutor, and save 
you from complicated or long-winded explanations. 

Samp l e  Commen t  P rov i d i ng  Re sou r c e s  

Commas: As identified above, I’ve noticed a pattern with 

missing commas following introductory words or phrases, 
and I hope you are seeing the trend based on my comments. 
In this sentence, can you identify where the comma should be 
placed? Consider using the explanations provided above, 
and check out this website for more examples and informa-
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tion: http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/gram-

mar/what-is-a-subordinate-clause. 

Use Co lor  Cod ing  

Color coding allows both writer and tutor to see the fre-
quency and disbursement of a trend within a draft. You 
provide the writer with a visualization of their feedback 
that can make the feedback easier for them to interpret.  

Color coding can help you avoid commenting on every in-

stance of an agenda item and instead highlight certain spe-
cific instances, making it clear for the writer where the is-
sue is manifesting within their draft. Color coding can also 
be effective for distinguishing effective and ineffective as-
pects of their draft related to a particular agenda item. For 

example, you might highlight places that a writer defends 
their thesis in teal and highlight places a writer refutes 
their thesis in green. 
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Samp l e  Co l o r  Cod i ng  

When color coding, remain consistent and avoid overusing it 
and potentially overwhelming the writer. Use colors with 

positive connotations (so no red), and use colors that can be 
easily distinguished from one another (so avoid using both 
blue and purple). The following sample is in black and 
white, but the way the tutor used color coding is described 
in the “color legend.” 
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S a m p l e  W r i t t e n  F e e d b a c k  

Hi, Writer!  

Thank you for sending your draft in to the Writing Center 
today! I’m Riley and I read over your paper this afternoon. 

I saw in your appointment form that you wanted me to look 
at transitions, and I made this a priority in my feedback. I 
also focused on how I think you can strengthen your argu-
ment. I left marginal comments in your draft with specific 
feedback about places you might revise your paper to ad-

dress transitions and strengthening your argument. 

Here are some bigger-picture ideas about those two agenda 
items and potential next steps you can take in your revision: 

- Transitions: Your current strategy for transitioning 

between paragraphs is bringing up the topic of the next 
paragraph in the last sentence of the paragraph before 
it. My advice would be to, instead, put the transition at 
the beginning of the next paragraph. This is because 

you want your paragraphs to be as concise as possible—
each should only be about one topic. So, rather than in-
troducing the next topic at the end of one paragraph, it 
may be more effective to make that transition in the 
next paragraph. To do this, I think you can make that 
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first sentence say something comparing the two reli-

gions’ beliefs on assisted suicide. For example, to open 
your paragraph about Judaism, you could say “Judaism 
has a similar belief to Catholicism regarding assisted 
suicide…” and then you can introduce Judaism’s belief 
by showing how it is similar to Catholicism. 

- Strengthening the Argument: In a couple of places, 

you support your stance by asking questions of the reli-
gion. As a reader, I didn’t find this to be very com-
pelling, and it didn’t prove your stance on the subject. 

My advice would be to take those questions and turn 
them into statements. Rather than asking “how does 
this religion know this?” you can say “the religion does 
not know this.” This is a bit more effective and power-
ful, and gives the reader a better idea of your stance. I 

also like how you use the example of someone with ALS 
as a way to refute Judaism’s stance, and I think this 
strategy might be effective in your other paragraphs as 
well. For example, can you think of an instance where 
the Catholic view on assisted suicide would be prob-

lematic? Use that as evidence to support your stance. 

Well, that’s all I’ve got! I hope this feedback is helpful for 
you! Good luck with revisions, and have a great weekend! 
~Riley 
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T r o u b l e s h o o t i n g  a  W r i t t e n  
F e e d b a c k  A p p o i n t m e n t  

It would be ideal if everything always went as planned in 
appointments, but that is not always the case. 

Troub leshoot ing  Documents  Over  the  Page  L imi t   

Our policy for hour long appointments is that we comment 
on an 8 page, double-spaced essay. If the document you re-
ceive is longer than the policy will allow you to comment on 

within the allotted time and the writer has not addressed 
that in their appointment information, kindly clarify for the 
writer what our policy is within your summary letter. Then, 
notify the writer what parts of the essay you were able to 
comment on (which 8 pages) and explain that they are free 

to make another appointment if they would like feedback on 
the other sections. Feel free to suggest that they request the 
tutor to focus on a specific section during the new appoint-
ment.  

Troub leshoot ing  Mul t imoda l  Texts   

In the situation that you are working on a multimodal 
project as a written feedback, you will generally not be able 

to make comments like for a traditional essay format. 
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Therefore, make a separate Word document where you can 

write an in-depth summary letter. Since you will not have 
the opportunity to make marginal comments throughout 
the text, pull out specific examples in your summary letter 
more often. Within this summary letter, explain to the 
writer why this written feedback may look differently than 

what they might receive on an essay.  

Keep in mind the capabilities that you have at your disposal 
to input screenshots to the multimodal text to point out spe-
cific places within the text. 

I m p r o v e  Y o u r  W r i t t e n  
F e e d b a c k  b y  O b s e r v i n g  
O t h e r s  

The UCWbL is a place of collaboration, and written feed-

back is no different. Often, your fellow tutors are your best 
resources for discovering new ways to approach your written 
feedback. By observing how other tutors approach written 
feedbacks, you can identify and incorporate strategies that 
you feel are effective into your own work. 

There are a number of times you can observe the written 
feedback strategies of other UCWbLers. A good time for new 
tutors is during collaborative observations in Autumn 
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Quarter. While doing your collaborative observations, take 

notes and ask questions. For UCWbLers who have the op-
portunity to be a receptionist, vetting written feedback is an 
excellent opportunity to see what strategies other UCWb-
Lers are implementing in their written feedbacks.  

Another great time to learn strategies from other UCWb-

Lers is during Coffee & Commenting each quarter. The ac-
tivities and discussion provide a great opportunity to share 
your strategies and ask questions about the strategies that 
others bring up as well.
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